•

Enhanced DBS Checked :Children and Vulnerable Adults
Completed the Safeguarding Course with Barnardo's Charity
• Driving License. No personal vehicle.

I am strong working both in a team and independently, easily adapting to new situations as well as
being able to use my initiative. I bring energy and enthusiasm to the work place, and enjoy being set
challenges. Creativity and working in the Arts helps me to ensure that my work is of the highest
quality. With a variety of experiences in different lines of work, I am flexible in performing to the
standard expected by each individual customer or consumer.
Education:
Arts University Bournemouth: 2014 – 2017. BA (Hons) Acting
St Joseph’s Catholic College Sixth Form. 2012-2014
Employment:
Creative Childcare (Nannying- Freelance): I am part of an agency that supplies actors to work as
nannies. Creativity is at the core of the work we do and we encourage imaginative play in our
sessions. Each job is different, and entertainment activities can vary between baking, musical
instruments, puzzles or singing songs whilst achieving our main goal of looking after the children.
TIE Actor. (Academic year 17/18 (Germany) and 19/20 (UK)): I have most recently completed a
year long repertory theatre tour around the UK, as well as a previous tour in Germany that both
required similar duties. Daily, I would perform plays involving English or Maths to Children,
Teenagers and often their families ranging between the ages of nine to sixteen. Completing fifteen
shows a week, I would interact with the children, answer their questions and encourage problem
solving. The Role also included: Driving long-distance in a tour van through all seasons and times of
day, Get-ins / Outs with equipment, communicating with teachers and students, and adapting each
day to a new situation.
Waitress. Pizza Express (2017): Working as a waitress during the summer season helped me to
develop my skills of completing a continuous number of tasks in a fast and high-pressured
environment, whilst treating each customer like an individual and offering them the comforting and
relaxed meal they deserved. It improved my time management skills and prioritisation. Roles
included: Handling money, Clearing and resetting tables at speed, dealing with queries, making
desserts and serving drinks, and customer awareness.
Shop Assistant. Go Outdoors (2013-2015): My primary role in this position was working as a Till
Assistant. This built my experience within Customer Service, due to being at the forefront of the
store: taking transactions and handling money, dealing and sorting customer queries, processing
orders and dealing with refunds or exchanges as required. I was often places as the “Store
Welcomer”, who would distribute vouchers and help people find what they were specifically looking
for.
Play Assistant . Bonkers Play Area(2013-2016): Working as a Play Assistant allowed me to work
with young children (between six months – eight years old) and their parents. I would work as
invisibly as possible, to make sure the parent and child were enjoying themselves in as a stress-free
environment as possible. Roles included: Handling money, customer service, party host (including
the entertainment of young children), snacks and drink preparation, cleaning and organisation of
play area.
Transferable skills and Interests: Teamwork, Improvisation, Determination, Instinctive, Listening.
Baking and Cooking, Computer Skills, Driving License, First Aid (Non-certified). Creative: willing to
get hands dirty in work. Enjoys painting, drawing and knitting, volunteering. Administration and
Social Media. References available upon request

